Follow Up

Terms and Conditions
LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation
of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any
time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the
Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of
specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of
income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their
individual circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or
financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent
professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance fields.
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.

Swipe File Chamber PLR- Follow ups and follow throughs
1. As a valued subscriber of mine, I would like to .....
2. Click on the link below...then come back again to talk on action
3. Here is your Internet success:
4. Dear <prospect>, do you know that you can...
5. Just in case you missed out, this is...
6. Not many people know this, but....
7. Have you tried hard enough at your <skill>
8. Do you need expert assistance in...
9. Don't you think you need <assist>
10. In case you need professional assist in...
11. I was supposed to let you know....
12. I suppose this might interest you.
13. Have you received my <Free gift Title>
14. This will give you <benefit>
15. I was suppose to tell you more about <benefits>
16. Just before I missed out, this is your <benefit >
17. Don't miss out...
18. Still haven't made your <action>?
19. Have you started your <plan>?
20. You might have been <benefit> have you not miss <my offer>
21. you might miss out <something> but it is never too late to <purchase>
22. Are you still struggling with...
23. Have you waited long enough?
24. In case you're asking,...
25. This might stir your interest.
26. Just too kindly remind you that <offer>
27. Just in case you might have forgotten, <offer>
28. we would like to remind you that our <offer> ends <date>
29. Do you know that you can < remind benefit>
30. Just in case you think it's over-priced, our <guarantee>....
31. Before the chance is gone:
32. Hi <name>, Welcome to the most important lesson of <skill>
33. What if I told you that you can <benefit>
34. On <date> you have received the <benefit>
35. I hope you have enjoyed <benefit>
36. We want you to <success>, so we have a special offer for you.
37. How would you want to <benefit>
38. This offer is only valid until <date>
39. In order to see your success, we would like to ...
40. As you know, <skill> is one of the most important asset
41. Don't miss this chance
42. Don't miss it <prospect name>
43. Don't miss the golden opportunity
44. Never miss the offer of <product>
45. It pays to be early.

46. Just to make sure you don't miss this...
47. Just to make sure you are aware of the offer
48. In case you wonder, this time limited offer...
49. The last time this was released, it was...
50. If <he/she> can success, so can you
51. So have you decided living the kind of life you dream of?
52. By the way, this might help you <benefit>
53. By the way why don't you try out this <product>
54. If you have been thinking of getting started, don't miss out...
55. Are you feeling overwhelmed?
56. Do you sometimes feel discourage?
57. Let me show you how you can <achieve dream>
58. Thank you for your subscription
59. For <hour>...50% off the <product>
60. This is the last <email/promo> on <product>
61. Attention <prospect> this is your last chance
62. Master the <skill> (72 hours coupon expires)
63. In about 12 hours. It's over my friend! Hurry.
64. Last chance to save <amount> on the <product>
65. You will get it all for <amount> but only until midnight tonight. Hurry!
66. This is absolutely crazy offer at this price point.
67. The coupon will not work even a minute after midnight tonight.
68. You have till midnight to get <product> for <price>
69. This coupon is unlike anything I have offered before
70. Oops I forgot to add the notes to your sample, if you truly want to master <skill>
71. Oops I forgot to attach the article, here is your <gift>
72. As a bonus I will also show you <benefit>
73. This <gift> is just part of the bonus.
74. Are you satisfied with the <gift> you received?
75. I believe you have digested the material I have sent to you, here is <more>
76. Test Drive <gift/product> while there is still time.
77. I have pleasant surprise for you.
78. This is our way of saying Thanks!
79. It’s my gift to you.
80.We owe a big thanks to you for
81. We appreciate your interest in our <product>,
82. Extra Bonus! Order now and I will include my special offer of <gift> for free!
83. Last call for <product>!
84. Secure your copy before you run out of time.
85. This is once in a life time offer
86. I'm not sure if I can put this up any longer
87. It's now or never. Secure your order at <price>
88. <number> copies left. What are you waiting for?
89. I wish I have more time for this, but the <promo> expires in <time>
90. For <hours> left to get it all at <price>
91. I can't make you do anything you don't want to, but you can't ignore this...
92. Yesterday I gave you <gift>,

93. This is a small sample of the kind of information you are going to get out of this.
94. I hope you make the right decision because in <hours> you will <benefit>
95. You have <days> left to join us at <price>
96. We would like to show you our appreciation by offering you < percent> discount.
97. Apart from the <gift>, we would like to show you how you can <benefit>
98. Before it's gone forever, here is your test drive.
99. Just to let you know that this is a Time Sensitive offer.
100.
The best has yet to come. Introducing <product> at much reduced price.
101.
LAST Chance to get all <number> report for FREE
102.
Don't overlooked this time limited offer,
103.
I guess by now you must be wondering...
104.
This special gift could have you making <benefits>
105.
You were supposed to be told the whole truth about....

